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Basic Functional Assessment

Name:
Date of Birth:
Date of Testing:

Except the balance test, assess the third try. Foot fixing and wobbliness, etc. is an automatic point. Face 
grimacing, lip-biting, etc is also an automatic point.

This test is a printable and handy version for testing yourself or your athletes. This is the 'What? (is being 
tested') version of all the functional concepts. The 'Why? (you are doing that)' can be found in the links 
below. Therefore for background information and explanation of the terms and concepts here please visit:

What is Functional?
http://www.thetallcyclist.com/2016/01/fit-fast-but-are-you-funcitonal  /

Functional Anatomy for Endurance Sports
http://www.thetallcyclist.com/2016/02/functional-anatomy-for-sports-and-cycling/

Muscle Imbalances and Endurance Sports
http://www.thetallcyclist.com/2016/02/muscle-imbalances-and-endurance-sports/

Feet for Endurance Sports
http://www.thetallcyclist.com/2016/02/feet-and-endurance-sports/

Functional Assessment and Mobilisation for Endurance Sports
http://www.thetallcyclist.com/2016/03/mobilisation-for-cycling/

Abbreviations used:

TrA – Transverus abdominis
Gmed - Gluteus medius
Gmax – Gluteus maximus

For coaches: Familiarize yourself with what to expect in each movement, look over all the graphs. 
Sometimes more than one fault occurs simultaneously so you need to know what to look for.

For athletes: Effortless control is what you are aiming for. Don't try to 'pre-correct' so you get a perfect 
score. If you can't 'just do it,' you have a deficiency (you compensate) so it represents a area for 
improvement.
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Balance
Score the highest error (ie if you shift your foot to prevent from falling and touch the floor even briefly it, 
mark 3 points, rather than 2)
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Stand on one leg
Arms overhead
'Soft' Knee

Move one arm to your side
and back up 
Repeat with the other

Move both arms in front you;
move one arm to the side and
back to the front. 
Repeat with the other

Bend your arms at the
elbows and while keeping
your pelvis forward, turn to
the right and left

Move free leg out in front of
you as far as you can

Move free leg behind you as
far as you can

Move free leg as far as you
can to the side

Move free leg across your
body to the back as far as you
can
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Balance Eyes Open Eyes Closed

L R L R

Wobble 1

Foot shift 2

Toe touches the floor 3

Rigid foot 1

Face grimace 1

TOTAL

Mobility Relationships
Score the third attempt. Circle the points.

Double Arm Raise
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Keeping neutral spine bring
both arms overhead

Fault: Forward rotation of the
pelvis; limited shoulder
mobility/underactive
TrA/poor awareness of
lumbar spine position

Fault: Pelvis and body
weight shift forward. Similar
factors as before+possible
limited thoracic spine
mobility

Fault: Shoulder mobility less
than 180 degrees. Lack of
range of motion at the
shoulders
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Seated Hamstring Test
Score the third attempt. The seated hamstring test can be done with two chairs if you don't have a swiss 
ball. Be safe and creative.=)

Total Body Rotation
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Sit with neutral spine on the
edge of a chair, one foot on
the swiss ball

Straighten your leg as you
roll the swiss ball forward

Fault: Hamstring length
restriction

Fault: Neutral spine
collapses. Greater relative
flexibility of the back as
compared to the hamstrings 

With neutral spine and pelvis
facing forward rotate as
much as you can to the left
and right
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Double Arm Raise Seated Hamstring Test L R Total Body 
Rotation

L R

Pelvis rotated 
forward/spinal curve 
deepened

1 Spinal neutral is lost 1 1 Turn limit is 1/3 
of semi circle

Pelvis/weight shifted 
forward

1 Unable to straighten 
knee fully

1 1 Turn limit is 2/3 
of semi circle

Shoulders less than 180 
degrees

1 Incorrect foot 
weight shift

Total

Lower and Central Zone Stability
Score the third attempt.

Static Lunge
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With arms to the side lunge
forward

Body weight should move
vertical and back knee
should move straight down

Fault: Knee collapses - weak
GMax and GMed

Fault: Pelvis tips sideways -
weak GMed

Fault: Weight shift forward,
deepening of the spinal
curve. Inactive GMax

Fault: Trunk tips sideways.
Loss of control of the
spine/central axis
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Static Lunge L Leg forward R Leg forward

Knee moves inwards 1

Pelvis tips sideways 1

Hips move backwards 1

Trunk tips sideways 1

One arm drops lower than the other 1

Rigid front foot 1

Face grimace 1

TOTAL
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Fault: One arm drops.
Overactive latissimus dorsi
as a result of weak GMax
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Standing Knee Lift

Standing knee lift L Lift R Lift

Hip hitches up on the lifting side/trunk shortens on the same side 1

Stance hip moves out to side 1

One arm moves lower 1

Trunk tips sideways 1

Leg doe not lift straight 1

Rigid stance foot 1

Face grimace 1

TOTAL

Upper Control Zone
Score the third attempt.
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Fault: Hip gets tensed to the
free side. Hip weakness.
Overdependance on the
quadratus lumborum

With arms to the side lift one
leg in front of you

Fault: Stance leg moves to
the side. Weak GMed.
Problems with landing when
running, etc.

Fault: One arm moves lower.
Overactive latissimus dorsi
as response to weak GMax

Fault: Trunk tips to one side.
Loss of spinal control

Fault: Leg does not lift
straight up. Using
compensatory muscles for
hip flexion.
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Wall press

Head rotates backwards 1

Shoulders 'shrug' 1

Pelvis drifts forward 1

Stomach protrudes 1

Pelvis (Butt) shifts backwards 1

TOTAL

Global Control
Score the third attempt.
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Stand with neutral spine
position. Arms at shoulder
level. Do a pushup and come
back up to the starting
position

Fault: Head moves
backwards. Trunk stabilisers
switched off

Fault: Shoulder shrug. Poor
stability of the scapula

Fault: Pelvis and/or stomach
moves forward. Inactive
trunk stabilisers

Fault: Hips come behind
first. Inactive abdominals
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Superman L Arm / R Leg Raised R Arm / L Leg Raised

Head rotates backwards 1

Shoulders 'shrug'/scapula 'wings' 1

Chest drops on unsupported side 1

Pelvis rotates up/down on unsupported side 1

Spinal curve deepens/stomach protrudes 1

TOTAL

This document is for my personal use and educational purposes only, please always consult a licensed 
health professional. I cannot be held responsible for any damages caused by the information contained in 
this document and articles linked in it.

References

Joanne Elphinston - Stability, Sport and Performance Movement, Lotus Publishing, 2008
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Stand with hands and knees
on the floor

Move one arm and the
opposite leg straight away
from you

Fault: Spine hyperextension.
Proprioreceptive deficit in
the trunk. TrA possibly
inactive 

Fault: Shoulder drops on
unsupported side. Loss of
scapular/rotator cuff stability

Fault: Pelvis moves down on
the unsupported side. GMed
weakness on the supporting
side

Fault: Pelvis moves upwards
on the supported side. GMax
activation and poor hip
mobility.
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